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Now! a new oil
you change only
times a year
The time when you changed oil every 1000 miles is past! With
Union Oil Company's sensational New Triton motor oil, you need
only 2 oil changes a year —light grade for winter driving, heavy
grade for summer.
New Triton lasts far longer than any other oil you've ever known
before because it contains special, war-developed compounds that
almost completely prevent the usual deterioration common to prewar oils. These compounds give it 3 remarkable new characteristics.

1. IT WON'T BREAK DOWN: Air in your

engine, mixing with the lubricating oil,
is the chief cause of oil breakdown. New
Triton contains an oxidation preventive
compound which, for all practical purposes, eliminates this problem.

2 . IT WONT TURN ACID: Ordinary oils,
after 1000 miles or so of driving, turn
acid — eat into precious bearings. New
Triton contains a compound which prevents corrosion. You can drive for six
months on the same oil with no fear of
damage. Just add oil as needed.

3 . IT CLEANS YOUR MOTOR: New Triton

not only gives you far longer and better
lubrication, but its special detergent
quality actually keeps your engine washed
clean of harmful carbon and sludge deposits!
The loosened impurities are held harmshould be changed. The process of
lessly suspended in the oil.
washing your motor is a continuous one.
MOTE * The washing quality of New
Triton can be demonstrated to the
naked eye. After a few miles of driving,
the oil on the measuring stick will be
black with impurities held in suspension
in the oil. This shows that the oil is working. It does not mean that the oil

Drive in today at any Union Oil Station
and ask the Minute Man for complete information on how you can drive for six
months between drains on this new oil.
NEW TRITON cuts wear 50% over straight
mineral oils —lasts far longer than oils
have ever lasted before.
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6lode• One of next month's features for DESERT will be the story of Eddie Main,
prospector, who sums up his philosophy
this way: "It isn't greediness for wealth
that keeps a prospector going . . . it's the
fun of living, the friends you make, and
the freedom that goes with it." Eddie
lives a stone's throw from Senator Charlie Brown's general store at Shoshone,
California—and it was there in the Mojave desert that author F. Conrad, a
Riverside engineer, first met Eddie while
investigating property for the Kaiser
company.
• Most people, who have heard of Hopi
Indians at all, associate them with snakes
because of the annual ceremonial prayer
for rain in which their snake "brothers"
feature. But Hopis also will tell you that
"Eagles are Hopis, just like snakes are
Hopis." For the next issue, Dama Langley has recorded what one of the Eagle
Men told her of this saga of ancient Hopi
days.
• Although Margaret Carrick looks at
her neighbors' sumptuous gardens with
full appreciation, she confesses, "I see
even more sheer beauty in a rainwashed,
sun-bleached stick which God has created and the winds have bent and curved
into a thing of grace which cannot be
duplicated." That's why her flower arrangements are called "weeds" by others.
Some of them will be published in DESERT next month; one group appeared in
the December, 1944, issue.
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PEDRO'S WAYBILL
By H E L E N L. VOGEL

Jbedent Jfaul

Mecca, California

By DOROTHY HUMES

"Senor, I tell you thees cause you have geev
Me water when I almost now have die.
Thees gol' 1 foun'. See—now you weel
believe ?
For us a thousan' dreams thees rocks weel buy.
"Senor, from here, thees spring where is the
skull—
We go eento the sun to thees smoke tree.
Weeth back to sun we turn an1 see a hull
Of Spanish galleon once so proud at sea.
She's stuck, thees ship, at doorway of a gorge.
Go thru, my fren', eento a leetle vale
Where are the palms an' by the stream a forge
Part cover by the san'. Thees ees the trail.
"Ahora—leeft the eyes to mountain top,
Where evening sunrays kets the alta peak.
There look an' wen the yellow sun have stop,
Ees there, my fren', ees there the gol' we seek."
• •
•

PALM SPRINGS

Los Angeles, California
The sun, a molten ball, drops down a sky
Clear-washed in topaz. Gleaming bars of cloud
In chrome and apricot and saffron dye
Reflect along a sand-ridge where a crowd
Of sulphur-blossoms clings and importunes
The arid land for life. They light the sea
Of billowing, wind-rippled yellow dunes
That surges on in lone immensity.
A traveler meditates in wonderment,
Bronze features gilded by the aureate sun.
His spirit knows the hush of still content
As amber earth and sky merge into one;
Pervading Peace, in this transcendent hour,
Unfolds within his heart—a golden flower.

NOT FORGOTTEN
By GRACE PARSONS HARMON

Los Angeles, California

DESERT SARAH

I can't believe the desert is "the land that God
forgot"—
I think, that day, when Earth was done, He sat
Him down and thought,
"I've filled the world so full of things—hills,
people, plants and such—
There's something everywhere I look, I've made
so very much,
I'll have to leave a special place, a place where
folks can go,
Where they can gauge the ways of Earth, and,
wise in Silence—know!"
That's why He left the desert land all clean and
wide and free,
And spread His peace above it there for all
Eternity!
•
• •

By CECILE BONHAM

ENCHANTED MOUNTAIN

By GRACE PARSONS HARMON

Los Angeles, California
Like a maid sophisticated, red hibiscus in her
hair,
Palm Springs gazes at the mountains with her
desert-mystic air;
Smoothly stream-lined, smartly contoured, richly
born of artist's dreams,
Under moon or winter sunshine, her rare vivid
beauty gleams:—
So alluring, tantalizing, with her desert-mystic
air,
Is this sultry, red-lipped mistress, with hibiscus
in her hair!
•
•
•

Glendale, California
The desert is a woman Nature tries
With years of loneliness and reprimand,
It scourges her with whips of chiseled sand
And brands her from a forge of burning skies.
Her years are numberless, but Sarah-wise
She brings to birth a clawing, sharp-toothed
band

As drab as she. They over-run the land
And lie in wait to clutch and terrorize.
Yet, woman-like, she feels the urge of spring,
And all her latent dreams are then expressed
In one great rush of evanescent art;
Cerise and gold, and purple lupine wing
Are pinned in clusters on her ancient breast
To feed the starving beauty in her heart.

By CECILE J. RANSOME

Banning, California
San Jacinto mountain rises,
Steeply, from the desert floor;
Like a huge enchanted lighthouse
Doomed to guard an arid shore.
While the murky waves of dust-winds
Dim the foothills, far below,
Thunder clouds upon the summit
Flash weird signals to and fro;
Some day, when we are much wiser,
Taught to harness Nature's powers,
San Jacinto will be guarding
Waves of sunlit grain and flowers.

THE LOST MISSION
By H E L E N L. VOGEL

Mecca, California
Oh legion are the tales of mission lost
Within dark windings of the desert's heart.
Found twice, perhaps, with men's lives as the
cost

When that kept secret they willed to impart.
'Tis there, they say, white domed and thick wall

built,
To hold the earth as man may never stay,
With golden treasure packed in dobe silt
And jewels laid safely in a hidden tray.
The altar must be carved, inhid with gold
And tiled the floor while niches in the wall
Mark stations of the cross, revered and old
That temblors of mere earth can not make fall.
Deep hidden in some desert canyon-wild,
Its pathway masked by chaparral, mesquite,
The padres built and none have yet defiled
This sacred place now trod by spirit feet.
I like to feel that little spot of earth
Untouched by time, stands perfect in its place,
The mission waiting for who gave it birth,
The grace of peace warm as a smiling face.
And oft at dusk I like to think the bells
Are lightly stroked by loving, tender hand,
That desert wind the gentle music knells
To spread in benediction on the land.
•
•
•

UNDERSTANDING
By LELA M. WILLHITE

Fresno, California
Give me a shack that's built on sand,
A drifting, shifting desert dune;
A great white moon for all my might,
And the lone coyote's wailing tune.
The cactus and the honey-mesquite
To supply my drink and shade,
A diggings to pan close by a creek
With a vein that will make the grade;
Give me winds on my desert claim—
Shifting, drifting winds that blow
Away the mist so I may see and understand
The things that only humble men may know.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By J U N E LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
The evening shadows stretch long arms
To pull the night-shades low,
Lest lingering twilight, with her charms.
Should let her light still show.
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Crater of the Setting Sun

Sunset Crater, a great mound of black cinders 1000 feet high, is about 16 miles northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona. It is the most
recent addition to the San Francisco Peaks volcanic field, having appeared in the course of an eruption about 885 A. D.

Like a page out of Dante's Inferno was the strange
volcanic world that Joyce Muench found herself in
when she climbed to the crest of Sunset Crater in
northern Arizona. Here is a crater only about 1060
years old—so young geologically that the forces of
erosion have not yet had time to cut and mar the
smoothness of its oval outline. It is located in the

midst of one of the most interesting and accessible
geological areas of the Southwest. But when your
postwar trip takes you there you'd better pack an
extra pair of heavy shoes—the fine ash and cinder
of the slopes are like thousands of tiny needle-points,
and the twisted jagged lava flows will cut your shoes
to ribbons if you walk farther than a dude-tourist.

By JOYCE ROCKWOOD MUENCH
Photographs by Josef Muench
/ i T TOOK us exactly 45 minutes to
\J climb the trail to the crest of Sunset
** crater. Forty-five minutes of slipping
back at each step about one third of the
distance we took. For the whole 1000 foot
slope is made up of loose cinders that seem
almost fluid when you step on them. Our
shoes soon were full of the fine ash, and
when I slipped once and put out my hands
to break the fall I discovered that the surface was sharp, a thousand tiny needleFEBRUARY,
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points trying to pierce the flesh. But with
every step our view was widened and our
curiosity about the crater mounted. What
a fire it must have been, we told ourselves,
to have left such a pile of cinders! Since
there were no signs of erosion this must
have happened just yesterday!
I was amazed, in this strange world that
looked like a page out of my old copy of
Dante's Inferno, to find flowers. First we
saw lovely fragile evening primroses

spreading their fragrant petals only an inch
or two above the black cinders. Farther up,
on a level spot which had not been visible
from our starting point, were a few pine
trees, and in their shelter a whole group of
bright Pentstemons nodded casually in the
breeze. Down below we caught sight of
some Apache plume waving triumphantly
over the black earth.
Sunset Crater national monument lies
about 16 miles from Flagstaff, Arizona, in

